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Abstract—This paper addresses the reduction of peak to average
power ratio (PAPR) for the OFDM in Mobile-WiMAX physical layer
(PHY) standard. In the process, the best achievable PAPR of 0 dB is
found for the OFDM spectrum using phase modulation technique
which avoids the nonlinear distortion. The performance of the
WiMAX PHY standard is handled by the software defined radio
(SDR) prototype in which GNU Radio and USRP N210 employed as
software and hardware platforms respectively. It is also found that
BER performance is shown for different coding and different
modulation schemes. To empathize wireless propagation in specific
environments, a sliding correlator wireless channel sounding system
is designed by using SDR testbed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HERE is growing demand for broadband services world
over. To achieve higher data rates to support broadband
applications in a multipath environment, more effective
modulation schemes in the form of multicarrier schemes are
adopted. They present challenges of their own. For this issue,
new technologies with high transmission abilities have been
designed. The broadband wireless access has become the best
way to meet escalating business demand for rapid internet
connection and integrated "triple play" services. In addition to
not only topographic but also technological limitations,
wireless solution alternatives have been found. That is the
very base of the WiMAX concept: a wireless transmission
infrastructure that allows a fast deployment as well as low
maintenance costs. Based on the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard,
WiMAX allows for an efficient use of bandwidth in a wide
frequency range, and can be used as a last mile solution for
broadband internet access. This paper considers the high crest
factor/PAPR of OFDM systems [1], [2]. The effects of a high
PAPR are: the low power efficiency of the High Power
Amplifier (HPA) and signal distortion caused by operation in
the nonlinear region of the HPA.
Low power efficiency implies that the HPA must have a
large dynamic range thus increasing cost of the system. Signal
distortion induces a degradation of the BER. PAPR reduction
techniques are used. The OFDM systems have some
disadvantages, for example, the large Peak to Average Power
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Ratio (PAPR) [3] as well as high sensitivity to the
synchronization errors [4]. An OFDM signal is the
superposition of multiplexing of modulated sub-channel
signals may produce an extreme peak signal with reference to
the average signal level, which in turns to high PAPR. To deal
with this PAPR problem, several techniques [5] have already
been developed such as for instance coding and tone
reservation [6], clipping/ filtering [7], [8], peak windowing
[9], partial transmit sequence [10] and receiver correction
algorithms [11] such as iterative decoding. As discussed in [5],
each one of these distinctive methods has various quantities of
effectiveness, and provides different sets of tradeoffs and also
includes increased complexity, reduced spectral efficiency,
and performance degradation.
 An alternative way of reducing the PAPR problem is
focused around signal transformation i.e. Phase
modulation [12]. This technique needs a signal
transformation before amplification, then an inverse
transformation at the receiver before demodulation. In this
approach, the transformed signal has the best achievable
PAPR, 0 dB and non-linear distortions are avoided.
Hence, phase modulation is more preferable for PAPR
reduction in OFDM based systems (Section 3). Here's
how my idea compares to other people's approach.
Radio propagation measurement is necessary for creating
propagation models and critical for conveying and preserving
operational frameworks. There are various delay spread and
path loss models depending on estimations made in a variety
of environments, employing different carrier frequencies and
antenna heights. In this paper, authors portray their first
exertion in outlining a rapid wireless channel sounding system
[13].
II. SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this paper, we present the design of a Mobile-WiMAX
PHY in an experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. It is built upon
GNU Radio [14], an open source framework for software
defined radio [15] and the universal software radio peripheral
(USRP) [16], an open source transceiver platform. Compared
to signal analyzers and oscilloscopes (a 3-GHz vector network
analyzer (VNA) can cost US $20,000), our system is low cost.
The cost of the proposed system is US$975, which enables
large scale.
Advantages of such systems include their flexibility and
reconfigurability since the devices can be dynamically
programmed using software to control the hardware
configurations. However, SDR operates without the
knowledge of its environment and regardless of the changes in
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its surrounding radios and other contexts. Since the access to
the radio spectrum is currently based on a fixed resource
allocation regime, the radio spectrum scarcity becomes a
major problem especially in the highly loaded allocated
spectrum bands. This also obstructs the future development of
new wireless applications. As a result, radios with the
capability of dynamic spectrum access based on the
environmental awareness and the ability of intelligent decision
making are desirable.
Computers employed for the experimentation are built with:
Intel Core i5 with core processors running with 2.45 GHz.
Communication between computer and USRP N210 is
provided by way of a Gigabit Ethernet cable that provides
wideband signal transmission. USRP N210 board works as the
interface between the analogue RF front end and the host PC
where all the signal processing is performed in software. All
high speed general purpose operations such as for instance
decimation and interpolation, digital up and down conversion
are performed on the FPGA (built in USRP). GNU Radio is
most commonly used in academic and commercial
environments to support wireless communications research
and to carry out real-world radio systems. All signal
processing blocks are written in Python and those are
connected using C++ and both languages are communicated
by SWIG (simplified wrapper and interface generator)
interface compiler on GNU Radio. The combination of
flexible hardware and open source software allow it to be a
perfect platform for software radio development. In this paper
all GNU schematics (signal flow graphs) are drawn as per
mobile WiMAX specifications.

Fig. 1 SDR experimental setup with software and hardware

III. WIMAX PHYSICAL LAYER TRANSMITTER
WiMAX is an application of Ethernet and hence the whole
standard is focused around the open systems interconnections
(OSI) reference model. The physical layer is the lowest layer,
in the connection of OSI model. It determines the frequency
band, error correction techniques, the modulation/
multiplexing techniques, data rate, the synchronization
between transmitter and receiver. The PHY layer is used to
encode the binary digits that symbolize MAC frames into
signals and to send and acquire these signals all over the
communication media.
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The WiMAX PHY layer transmitter section (shown in
Fig. 2) incorporates various functional stages: (i) Forward
Error Correction (FEC): comprises of scrambling,
concatenated encoding and interleaving (ii) OFDM
modulation and (iii) Phase modulation.
The data flow processing through physical layer is reported
clearly in this section. A signal with 6 GHz frequency is
captured from the environment by using USRP N210 with the
assistance of CBX daughterboard. The USRP is
communicated with GNU installed PC through a Gigabit
Ethernet interface. The captured 6 GHz signal from file source
is passed to the packet encoder ("Number of Bits per symbol"
for Mth order QAM is log2(M)). This block appends a bit
sequence at the transmitter (tx) side, and finds the tx sequence
on the receiver side to recognise the first bit of a packet.
Encoded data are sent through scrambler and it scrambles
an input stream employing an LFSR (linear feedback shift
register). This block impacts on the LSB only of the input data
stream, i.e., on an "unpacked binary" stream, and generates the
same format on its output. In coding hypothesis, concatenated
codes structure a type of error-correcting codes which can be
gained by linking inner and outer codes. During the paper,
concatenated coding is structured like convolutional coding as
inner code and Block coding as outer code. In this paper, Reed
Muller (RM) and Reed Muller Golay (RMG) coders are
considered as Block codes for concatenating. Scrambled data
are passed to Reed-Muller encoder, in which only the first bit
is used for in and output. Reed-Muller codes are listed as
RM(d, r), where d is the order of the code, r sets the size of
code, and these are related as n = 2r. RM codes are related to
binary functions on field GF (2r) over the elements 0, 1. RM
(1,r) codes are parity check codes of length n=2r rate and R=
(r+1)/N and minimum distance dmin= n/2. In RMG coder,
assuming that "Number of bits to precode" is situated to zero,
stand out Coset is likely to be applied. Any second request
coset of a q-ary generalization of the first request ReedMuller code might be zoned into Golay corresponding sets
whose size registers just on a solitary parameter that is
effectively computed from a chart connected with the coset.
The RM/RMG encoded data are passed through CCSDS
encoder block that executes convolutional encoding, applying
the CCSDS standard polynomial ("Voyager"). Since the code
rate is 1/2, there will be 16 output symbols for every input
byte. Next, data interleaving is utilized to expand e
effectiveness of the FEC by dispersing burst errors inserted by
the transmission channel over a long time. The interleaving is
determined by way of a two-step permutation. First checks
that adjoining coded bits are mapped onto non-adjacent
subcarriers. The second permutation checks that adjoining
coded bits are mapped alternately onto less or even more
significant components of the constellation, thus eliminating
long runs of low reliable bits. OFDM block produces OFDM
symbols depending on the parameters FFT length, occupied
tones, cyclic prefix (CP) length and modulation scheme
specified on the block. The transmitted signal voltage to the
antenna as a function of time throughout any OFDM symbol is
defined as
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where t is the time elapsed of the OFDM symbol with 0 < t <
Ts, ak is a complex number; the data to be transmitted on the
carrier whose frequency o set index is k, during the OFDM
symbol. It assigns a point in a QAM constellation, Tg is guard
time, Ts is OFDM symbol duration, including the guard time, f
is the carrier frequency spacing. Subsequently, carriers are
cited by a carrier index; however, frequency offset index is
required to construct the OFDMA signal.
The frequency offset index (kfoi) is defined in terms of its
carrier index by following equation

 k  N used / 2, k ci  N used / 2
k foi   ci
k ci  N used / 2  1, k ci  N used / 2
where Kci is carrier index and Nused (in this research
N=1024, Nused=896) is the number of used carriers.
many number of individual subcarriers causes to high
of generated OFDM signal. In this paper, the high
problem is resolved using Phase modulation technique.

(2)

work,
These
PAPR
PAPR

A. Constant Envelop-OFDM
A system with large PAPR makes the implementation
of Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and Analog-to- Digital
Converter (ADC) to be extremely hard and also increase the
complexity of RF amplifier design. To avoid high PAPR
problem in OFDM based systems, phase modulation is
performed on OFDM signals to get constant envelop-OFDM
signals. This can be considered as a simple transformation of
OFDM.
Let a constant-envelope phase varying signal be of the form
2E
cos( 2 f c t   ( t ))
T

(3)

where T is the length of a basic signaling interval and E is the
energy expended during this interval, as can be verified by
integrating the square of (3) over a T-length interval. In each
interval, an M-ary data symbol appears and the phase (t)
follows some pattern in response to these symbols. fc is the
carrier frequency. The phase signal during the nth signaling
interval nT ≤ t < (n + 1)T , can be written as
N

 (t )  i  2hCN  dik qk (t  iTs ), iTs  t  (i  1)Ts (4)
k 1

The real data symbols dik modulate the orthogonal OFDM
subcarriers qk(t) defined below. The normalizing constant
CN = 2 /  i2 N ensures that the phase variance is independent
of the number of OFDM subcarriers N, and
variance with

 i2 is the data

 i2 = 1 for binary data. The key parameter,
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modulation index h that operates the spectral properties and
the signal space properties of the CE-OFDM [12]. To assure a
continuous phase at the symbol boundaries, the phase
memory θi is employed in conjunction with a phase
unwrapper to get better spectral efficiency at the receiver.
Without loss of generality, full sine and cosine subcarriers
divided by 1/Ts, are utilized as a part of this paper to satisfy
the subcarrier orthogonality necessity [12]:

 2kt 
k  1,2,.....N/2
 cos
,

 Ts 
qk (t )  
sin 2 (k  N / 2)t , k  N/2  1,....N

 
Ts


(5)

The subcarrier definition in (5) results from taking the IFFT
of a Hermitian symmetric data vector.
Chunks to symbols block maps a stream of symbol indexes
(unpacked bytes or shorts) to stream of oat or complex
constellation points. Input is stream of short and output is a
stream of float.
out[nD  k ]  symbol table[in(n)D  k],
k  0,1,....D - 1

(6)

The combination of gr_packed_to_unpacked_ XX followed
by gr_chunks_to_symbols_XY deals the general case of
mapping from a stream of bytes or shorts into arbitrary oat or
complex symbols.
Poly phase resampler block acknowledges a single complex
stream in and yields a single complex stream out.
Accordingly, it requires no additional glue to deal the
input/output streams. This block is supplied to be predictable
with the connection to the other PFB (poly phase filter banks)
block. PFBs are a very powerful set of filtering tools that can
efficiently perform numerous multi rate signal processing
tasks. GNU Radio has a set of PFBs to be employed in all
sorts of applications. This block accepts a signal stream and
performs arbitrary resampling. The resampling rate can be any
real number r. The resampling is acted by constructing N
filters where N is the interpolation rate. Then D can be defined
as, D = floor(N/r). Using N and D, rational resampling is
performed. Where N/D is a rational number close to the input
rate r where i + 1 = (i + D)%N. For the purpose of arbitrary
rate, the interpolation between two points is required. For each
value out, an output from the current filter, i, and the next
filter i + 1 are considered and then linearly interpolate
between the two based on the real resampling rate.
Multiply constant block is used to improve the amplitude
level of the signal and it multiplies the signal with the constant
value set by the user. Then, the signal is passed to USRP N210
and it is upconverted by RF hardware and transmitted into the
air. The required parameters of USRP, like sampling
frequency, clock rate, and number of channels, centre
frequency and antenna gain are reconfigured by the user
accordingly.
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Fig. 2 WiMAX
W
physicaal layer transmittter with USRP N210 as Sink

IV. CHANN
NEL SOUNDING
G
The principle of the slliding correlaator approachh is to
traansmit a pseuudo-noise (PN
N) sequence with
w a 60 nanoosecond
(nns) pulse duraation and also to the receiveer gets the wiideband
paath loss and multipath deelay profile. The transmittter and
reeceiver paths of the slidingg correlator system
s
are shhown as
uppper and loweer parts of Fig.. 3 respectivelly.
The transmiitter sends x,, a Galois liinear feedbacck shift
reegister (GLFSR) maximal length
l
PN seqquence of deg
gree 10.
Thhe x can be annalytically exppressed as folllows:

x(n)   c[n  rN ]
r

(7)

Here, K is thhe number of m
multipath in the
t channel, k is the
complex gain off each multipaath and k is thee associated delay.
d
Let's assume  0= 0 since we concentraate on relativee delay.
In time domain, the received baseband signnal is found by
y
k 1

y (t )  ( x * h)(t )   a k x(t   k )
k 0

(11)

y(t) passed thhrough receiveer section as shown
s
in Fig. 4. The
tim
me synchronizzer block is ussed to get the proper phasee of the
RR
RC pulses. Proper
P
timingg synchronizaation results to the
disscrete receivedd signal y as following,
f
K 1

where, N = 10023 and c is a chip sequencee of length 10023, c =
w
[cc0,....c1022]. Heere ci  i  [0,1022] takes th
he value of eiither +1
orr -1.
o c and x and using
Defining Rcxx as the correllation output of
thhe properties of
o PN sequencce,
1, n  0, N,--N,2N,-2N,...

Rcx [n]   1
wise
- N , otherw

y(j)  y[[jTs ]   a k  x[n] p[( j  n)   k ]
k 0

n

The propertiees of the RRC
C filter suggeest that p[nTs]=0 if
n≠
≠0. Therefore
K 1

y ( j )   x( j  c k )
k 0

k 1

Rcy n   corrr c, y    ak Rcx n  ck 
k 0

k 0

(10)
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(14)

whhere, Rcx=corrr(c,x). Our appproach probess the channel only at
thee integer multiples of the pulse duration, Ts. Howevver, the
muultipath rays can arrive at other times, as well. Theerefore,
ouur observationn at time Ts, 2Ts,.....is acctually an efffect of
muultipath at neaarby times.

k 1

h(t )   a k  (t   k )

(13)

Now, the corrrelator block ggenerates

(8)

The input signal x from thhe GLFSR souurce is sent too a Root
Raised Cosinee (RRC) filteer and then transmitted through
t
U
USRP
N210 siink in to air. The transmittted baseband
d signal
caan be expresseed as:
x(t )   p[t  nTs ]
n
(9)
w
where
Ts is thhe period off the RRC geenerated pulsse. The
m
multipath
channnel's impulse rresponse is deefined as:

(12)
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Fig. 3 GNU Schematic construccted for sliding correlator Chan
nnel Sounding system

V. EXPERIM
MENTAL RESUL
LTS
The experim
mental setup used for daata transmittin
ng and
reeceiving is deemonstrated in
n Fig. 1. Thee complete WiMAX
W
ph
hysical layer transmitter
t
(sh
hown in Fig. 2)
2 is implemen
nted in
GNU Radio with hardware support off USRP N210
0 as per
M
Mobile
WiMA
AX specificattions are noted in Tablee I. In
prresented Fig. 2, the scope sinks and FF
FT sinks are used to
ob
bserve the ou
utput in timee domain and
d frequency domain
reespectively. In
n general, the OFDM modu
ulated signal has
h high
peeaks correspon
nds to averagge of the signaal as depicted
d in Fig.
4 and transmittted OFDM sp
pectrum is sho
own in Fig. 5. These
hiigh peaks are appeared
d in OFDM
M signal due
d
to
su
uperimposition
n of high amplitude
a
ind
dividual subccarriers,
w
which
leads to the power ineefficiency in the
t RF section
n of the
traansmitter. To overcome th
his problem seeveral techniq
ques are
prroposed in liteerature but theey also have their
t
own adv
vantages
an
nd disadvantag
ges (The authhors given com
mplete informaation in
[5
5]).

perrformed on generated OF
FDM signal. The output phase
moodulated signaal is depicted in Fig. 6 and it can be con
ncluded
thaat phase mod
dulated signal has almost zero
z
PAPR. Hence,
H
PA
APR problem in OFDM is resolved by the proposed
d phase
moodulation tech
hnique.
TA
ABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS DEFFINED
Paarameters

Values

Number of Subchannels

1024

Number of
o pilots (P=N/8)

128

Number of daata subcarriers (N
N-P)

896

Pilot poosition interval

8

Saample rate

11.111M

Carrieer frequency

6 GHz
BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM,,
64QAM
M and 256QAM

Digitall Modulations

Fig. 5 The transmitted OF
FDM spectrum by USRP N210
0
DM signal (hav
ving high PAPR
R)
Fig. 4 Thee generated OFD

In this paperr, an alternatee solution preesented to ov
vercome
hiigh PAPR problem
p
is to clip OF
FDM signal before
am
mplification to
o give lowest PAPR value. As shown in
n Fig. 2,
a proposed PAP
PR reduction technique i.e. Phase modullation is
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The transmittted spectrum
m is passed through a channel
c
moodel block (ussed as an AW
WGN channel in GNU Radiio) and
analyzed by varrying channell noise levels. Received spectrum
wiith zero chann
nel noise is sshown in Fig
g. 7 and with
h 100m
channel noise iss presented in Fig. 8.
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Received speectrum by US
SRP N210 (w
worked as sou
urce) in
laab environmen
nt is demonstrrated in Fig. 10.
1 From Figs. 7-9, it
caan be concluded that increm
ment in noise results
r
to high
h out of
baand radiation
n. Hence, to get specified
d OFDM spectrum,
ch
hannel noise should be less. The received consttellation
diiagrams with channel mod
del block and lab environm
ment are
sh
hown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively.
The estimatted SNR value of received signal through
t
ch
hannel model block is 11.3
37148 units an
nd with USRP
P N210
is 0.808060 (sh
hown in Fig. 12). SNR valu
ues can be im
mproved
by
y using multip
ply constant bllock in GNU radio.
r
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Fig. 9 Received OFDM specctrum with USR
RP N210 as Sou
urce

Fig. 6 Phase modulated
m
OFD
DM signal havin
ng Constant Env
velop
F 10 Received
Fig.
d Constellationn mapping over channel model block

F
Fig. 11 Receiveed Constellation
n mapping by USRP
U
N210 oveer air

c
noise iss zero
Fig. 7 Receiveed OFDM specttrum when the channel

Fig. 12 The estimated SNR value on Number
N
sink

Fiig. 8 Received OFDM
O
spectrum
m when the chaannel noise is 100m dB
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Forward erro
or correction (FEC) is involved in WiMAX
W
PH
HY for transm
mitting redunndant data to enable receiiver to
reccover from errors
e
and rettransmission is not requireed. As
inddicated in Fig
g. 2, the incom
ming signal fro
om the file so
ource is
channel coded
d by the sscrambler, RMG
R
encodeer and
hrough the OFDM
O
intterleaving seeparately andd passed th
moodulator to produce
p
OFDM symbols. Afterwards OFDM
O
sym
mbols passed
d through thhe multiply constant
c
blocck and
channel modell. The chann
nel model is
i reconfigurred by
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ch
hanging freq
quency offseet and noisee parameterss. The
geenerated OFD
DM symbols are demodulated, de-interrleaved,
deecoded and descrambled
d
r
respectively.
The RMG co
oder in
Fiig. 13 is replaaced with con
nvolutional co
oder, RM cod
der and
reesults are noteed in Table III by varying modulation schemes
an
nd bits per by
yte in BER bllock. From th
he Table II, it can be
co
oncluded thatt BER perfo
ormance has been impro
oved as
nu
umber of bitts per byte increased. The
T
error diffference
beetween with and
a without convolutional
c
coder is mo
ore than
RM
MG coder an
nd RM coderss. Hence, it caan be conclud
ded that
co
onvolutional coder
c
is betteer than RM and
a RMG co
oders in
ch
hannel coded systems. Thee coded and uncoded
u
BER
R values

of different cod
ders are notedd in Table III.. The coded version
v
sho
ows better BE
ER performancce than uncod
ded version.
The indoor channel
c
estim
mations were gotten utiliziing the
sliding correlato
or framework. Three transm
mitters were seet up in
hrough
disstinctive partss of a wing annd the recipieent travelled th
thee wing. The multipath
m
delaay profile and
d the wideban
nd path
losss of each traansmitter werre stored for each location
n. It is
evident from Figs. 14 and 155 that as the reeceiver movess away
om the tran
nsmitter, thee path loss becomes higher.
h
fro
Trransmitter 2 will
w require lesss power to co
over the whole wing
compared to traansmitter 1 as it is placed in
n the central lo
ocation
of the wing, ressulting in lesss mean path lo
oss from transmitter
2.

Fig
g. 13 GNU Scheematic for BER
R of 64QAM-OF
FDM with RMG
G coder channeel coding
TABLE II
RESULTS
E
OBTAINED
D FOR BER PERFO
ORMANCE WITH CHANNEL CODING
G OVER AWGN CHANNEL
Coder
Mod Scheeme
B
Bits per byte
BER vaalue
RMG Coder
BPSK
K
1
0.50014334684
RMG Coder
BPSK
K
4
0.40687774879
RMG Coder
8
BPSK
K
0.38925448680
Average
0.432099194
RMG Coder
1
QAM64
4
0.50048114267
RMG Coder
4
QAM64
4
0.41891003246
RMG Coder
8
QAM64
4
0.40927660682
Average
0.442888927
1
BPSK
C
CCSDS Coder
K
0.45859558719
4
C
CCSDS Coder
BPSK
K
0.57405551949
8
C
CCSDS Coder
BPSK
K
0.58693882620
Average
0.539866311
1
C
CCSDS Coder
4
0.46018447827
QAM64
4
C
CCSDS Coder
QAM64
4
0.57217112112
8
C
CCSDS Coder
QAM64
4
0.58708222072
Average
0.539811274
1
RM Coder
K
0.50007110487
BPSK
4
RM Coder
BPSK
K
0.42100221496
8
RM Coder
BPSK
K
0.38527555427
Average
0.435444958
1
RM Coder
4
0.50014775811
QAM64
4
RM Coder
QAM64
4
0.42152449419
8
RM Coder
QAM64
4
0.40929007906
Average
0.443655444
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TABLE III
BER PERFORMANCE FOR UNCODED AND CODED SIGNALS
Coder
Bits per Byte
BER for Coded
BER for Uncoded
RMG Coder
1
0.3480649889
0.0099786464
RMG Coder
4
0.2802865505
0.0024868969
RMG Coder
8
0.0010421536
0.0002434485
CCSDS Coder
1
0.5534156561
0.0099835679
CCSDS Coder
4
0.5438777804
0.0024312227
CCSDS Coder
8
0.5416055322
0.0012434485
RM Coder
1
0.3504898846
0.0105615864
RM Coder
4
0.3020897806
0.0105615864
RM Coder
8
0.0202364717
0.0013201983

bed. Different channel estimation methods will be applied and
analysed for Channel Estate Information, which is a key factor
for the design of Adaptive Modulation & Coding (AMC)
techniques.
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